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Abstract Thc im.rtrwement in thp qunlitl of bfe togethu tuith thznnal umfort, air quality,
Iwalth, workplau secui$ and mergt consmtation rneasures justify tlu integral education of
ewironm.ental (outdoor and/or indoor) phenomma. Enuironmcntal education, through tlu
approprinte tool" con flay an im.bortant and, vital role in this dnmain. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) is tlu onabsis of rystuns irutobi.ng fluid flow, luat transfer and, associated
fhenomena such as distibuti.qn of pollatants by means of cornputer-based. sirnulatian This
techni.que, annwinC the sirrulation and the uisualization of emironmmtol firoblzms, rQresents a
fowerfii tool to motioate, gude and educate on the ewironmmt. The mo:in objecthte of this paper
is to introdrce this new adaanced actiae tool in enuironmental edncation, directed to
indoor-ewironment qualifi, that permits tlu lrediction and uisunlieation of air mnaunent, air
temperature and ai.r contantinant (such as tobacco smoke) distibution in rooms. With suitable
mathem.atiml mndcb and boundary con"ditians, a computational codp has been deaetaped to predict
and vbunlize tluse phmomena. In ordcr to dcmonstrate its afiplicability, tlu simulati.on of air
contamination distribution in an offue roorn with a snwker was performed"

Introduction
In today's technological society about g0 percent of our lifetime is spent in an
indoor environment. The main objective of buildings has always been to
provide shelter from sun, wind, cold and rain- In the past designs were relatively
simple and took into consideration the local environmental conditions. The
buildings were designed to be naturally ventilated- Often "builde/ and
"occupanf'were one and the same. The buildings had high ceilings and the
location and size of windows was in such a way as to avoid excess heat entering
from sun radiation and to supply enough air coming in However, nowadays due
to curent energy saving procedures indoor-environment quality has tended to
decrease. In fuct, in the last decade the drive to produce more energy efficient
buildings has led to the design of highly insulated buildings that are airtight.
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.$ificpl lighting and ventilation created an indoor climate largely independent
of outdoor climate conditions. other fuctors which haue in#eaied ina;r€ir
pollqlon ate qe Inany new materials used in the conskuction ana ffi**;
bqlding..Tobacco smoke is frequently identified as the rnuin i"a*r:ui,
pollutant. There are, however, many other important indoor-air pollutanG
combustion products and moisture from heatingand cooking, 

"oratii. 
oisu;c

compounds, bio effluents, microorganisms, allergens and*frbres. Rad6n, a
radioactive gas present in many nah'ally-occurring rocks and soils, isi.nfre
recently recognized indoor air pollutant problenr, wtricfr represents a serious
risk for human health (Awbi, 1gg5).

Thereforg it is normal that complaints about indoor air quality in
non-industrial buildings have increased over the years. parameters such as
ver-rtilation and pollution sources are documented as being of major importance.
A _hqlthy and pleasant climate is defined as a fairly t6w air?ro.itv, ,*uii
velocity and tepRerahre gradients throughout the r*., *d ats6'a low
concentration of pollutants. A satisfactory distribution of ventilation-air in a
room is essential to reach this aim. An unsatisfactory airflow pattern (air
ventilation) may be due to the air supply, temperature gradients within ihe
room, type and positioning of supply and extaclair-ducts, machines, furnihre
a1d 

-other 
objects within a room. There are rurny confiffitions of ventilation

air. distibution systems and a wide range oi potenial .ondition. within
residential or office buildings (Loomans, tfus). rne prediction of ventilation
performance (and so indoor-environment quality) for any specific situation is
drqcdt. ln fact, the required ventilation in a'space aepenas on the total
pollution source sfrength, the perceived air quality of the outdoor 

"ir, 
th;

desired perceived air quality and the ventilation efficiency in that space. The
kaditional way to determine the air quallty in existing buildings^is 6 ;;k
people at their working placg how they perceive the air (F*g.., rg"ss). rh. u..
glpdependgnt people w-ho visit the investigated huildings ls"anbtfrer lpptou.tt
This procedure, as well aq the elRgrimental gtudies, is very time coniuming
apd gxnensive. computational fluid dynamics (cFD) makes it possible ti
simulate airffow patterns, thermal comfort and concenkation distributions of
pollutants in a space at much less cost (Ramos, 1gg8). This technique, allowing
the simulation and *. ui5ualization of environmental problems, represents a
powerfirl tool to motivate, guide and educate about the environment. For this
purpose, a thmretical model is described first, and then the simulation of the air
contamination distribution in an office room with a smoker is presented.

Indoor-environment quahty vs environmental education
The occupant appreciates the indoor environment mainly by its air quality and
thermal conditions. Fanger (rgZz) presented two units oi *Las*.*errt used in
qs.essing the thermal comfort. The two units (pMV, predicted mean vote and
PPD, predicted percentage of dissatisfied) were osea to predict the thermai
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cornfort as a function of the two individual parameters (clothing insulation and
metabolic rate) and four environmental parameters (air velocity, air
temperature, mean radiant temperature and humidity). International
standard ISO 7730 (1994) uses this methodology. The air quality in a roorry
as perceived by the occupant, is a function of the indoor air pollution. The
perceived air quality cannot be determined objectively. It is defined as the
immediate impression of the indoor air qualif experienced by people entering
a space. In this methodology, developed by Fanger (1988), the perceived air
quahfy is determined by a sensory panel. The air quality is assessed in decipol
or in the percentage of dissatisfied, the air pollution load is grven in oH. To
obtain minimum acceptable indoor air quality levels, a room must be ventilated
with fresh air. In recent years a number of new ventilation systems and
stategies have been introduced to improve indoor environment quality (air
quality/thermal comfort) and energy efficiency. Before ventilation rate can be
specified it is necessary to identify those contaminanls and their sources within
the buildings as well as to establish acceptable concentations in indoor air.
There are comprehensive standards (ASHRAE, ISO, DIN, etc) that give each

contaminant and the health risk for short, medium and long term exposure.
There are four pollutants of special concern to indoor air quality (Awbi, 1995);

these are tobacco smoke, formaldehyde, radon and biogenic particles. In
addition we have odours, carbon dioxide and moisture, which have significant
effects on IAQ. A serious risk for human health is given by radioactive gas

radon, which is a more recently recognized indoor air pollutantproblenr- Due to
current energy saving procedures the buildings are highly insulated and air
quality has tended to decrease. In cerhin cases the indoor pollution can even
reach levels ten times higher than the external pollution. So, it appears the "sick
building syndrome", which is a sihration that is verified in buildings in that a
significant number of occupants (more than 20 percent) presents health
problems related to the indoor air quality (World Health Organization, 1983).

Sick buildings can be derived from insulficient ventilation or a very high load
of pollutants. Studies are being conducted to predict the correct flow rates and
air distribution to create an internal clean, comfortable and healthy
environment in order to promote appropriate human respiration, dilution of
pollutants below maximum permissible concentrations, confrol of internal
humidity, thermal comfort and productivity @rohus and Nielsen, 1996;

Loomans, 1998; Nielsen, 2000; Ramos et a1,2002). The improvement of life
qualify and people's productivity needs development, teaching and
implementation of new rules and a new attitude towards the use and
ventilation of indoor spaces. This domain is a new and fundamental challenge
for environmental education.

Insufficient ventilation or a very high load of pollutants promotes a sick
indoor environment. There are many means to ventilate a roort. In fuct, the
number of indoor airflow configurations is very large. They rnay be
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classified according. to their flow conditiong- 9r according to the way they
ventilale I room (eyu! 1995; Inomans, 1998). Two niain principles arL
available for mechanical ventilation of an office room: mixin^g ventilatior,;
and displacement ventilation. Mixing ventilation means ttrai ttre air is
supplied to the room at relatively high velocity (Figffe 1). The entry of room,ir g the supply jet causes a high degree of mixing io take plice. As a
result th9 temperature and contaminant concentJtion tend to remain
uniforrn ln fact, the aim is to use supply air to d.ilute the concenbation of
contaminants in the room. This is the most important ventilation principie
since the intoduction of mechanical ventiiation. with aspf"..*.ni
ventilation, relatively cool and clean air is supplied at floor levei at a low
velocity (Figure 1). Air from the lower part of ihe room is induced op**d
by rising convection flows from heat sources in the room and then is
removed.at ceiling level. Displacement ventilation is only applicable in
cgoling situations, 

"q{S 
us9d.n buildings with large oc*p*cy and large

thermal loads. The CFD technique permits prediction and'visualization it
the indoor environment provided by these ventilation systems. Therefore, it
represents a powerful new tool to teach and sensitize about
indoor-environment problems.

CFD: a new study methodologr
In recent years CFD has hken a prominent position for the simr:lation of airflow
andindoorcnvironmentproblems Informationon indoorenvironment quality can
be derived from the calculatd indoor airflow pattern, temperature'and
contaminant distibutions. CFD opened a route to numerically prefr"t the indoor
environment on a detailedlevelwithhigh flsdbilityin terms oicbnngurati*, una
boundary conditions. h fa4 one of its main advantages over other tools is ib
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Figure l.
Schematic representation

of ventilation systems
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Figure 2.
Contaminant transport
principle

ability to simulate a wide ftillge of configurations. Encouraging rsulb have been
obtained from simulations of seveml configurations of the indoor+nvironment
problems. Developmenb in turbulen@ modelling and solver techniques for
calcuJating the flow problern have improved the simulations pro6s mnsiderably.
The ever-incresing processing speed and memory now available on today's
computers make it easier to use CFD for handling environmentcngineering
problems. Sine the first application to room air distibution by Nielsen QWq,
there has been great interest in developing CFD computer codes for predicting the
airflow and tansporhtion of pollutanb in rooms (Yaghoubi et aI,IW5. Hadidr,
1998; Carvalho et al , I9f0,, Pitarma et 0I , m3) . The use of CFD is now mahring in
this field" Nowadays, the development of commercial versions of the CFDode
with extensive data handling possibilities and a pleasant interhce with the
prograrnmer, mmbined with the rapid increase in computer power over reent
years, have further enhanced ib practical application (Gaspar et al, M3).
Therefore, CFD studies can provide services for the community in generaf in areas
of thermal comfo4 indoor environment quality and energy saving measures,
constituting a powerful tool for environmental education With the CFD, the
teacher has the capability to simulate and to show to the students sevelal
situations of indoor/outdoor environmental problems at a very lowprice compared
to experimentation. For instancg we can simulate and visualize, in an offioe room
with naturaVmechanical ventilation, who reeives the "youngesf'air and who is
submitted to the "oldesfl (i.e ontaminated) air (Figure 2). Thus, with this tool it is
possible to predictandto visualize the effectonthe other occupants of the pollution
produed by a ertain person

Airflow and the bansportof pollutantswithina room is very compleq nonnaly
threedimensional, recirarlating and hrbulenl The computer mde CLIMA3d was
developed at the Polytechnic Institute of Gurda and the Polytechnic Institute of
Irirb with the mllaboration of theTectnical University of Lisbon, topredictflow
patterns, temperahres and pollutant onenbations in a space with a cerbin
ventilation systern The programme is based on the finitevolume discretization
method, employing a staggered grid for mean-velocity componenb relative to
scalar properties, and uses non-linearly spa@d grids to take into consideration the
high gradienb near room walls. The timeaveraged equations of momenhlq heat
and mass tznsfer are solved with air as an incompressible fluid- The Botssinesq



T$oxirnatign i9 applied to include density variations as a result of temperah:re
differences. Turbulenoe is modelled with the well-known ft-e hrbulene model

Bodi, -19-84,_{oglti"g 
in CIcb:a tznsport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy

(ft) and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (e). A hrbulent uir-.itit
deterrnined by k and a is added to the dynamic visosity of air. The flow near walls
is modelled with standard logarithmic wall fi:nctions. The bansporhtion of
polluhnts is based on convection and diifrrsion To acmunt for hrbutent mixing a
h:rbulent diffirsion coefficient is added to the molecular ditfusion @efficie]rt,
assuming a furbulent Schmidt number of 1. A numerical integration procedure
based on the SIMPLE/SIMPLER algorithm is applied to iierate towards a
converged solution The numerical solution procedure is basically as described by
Patankar (1s0).The program code is written in Forbzn 90. pG and workstadons
are used for pre and post- processing of data-

Case study: indoor-environment quality in an office room with a
smoker
The investigation has been carried out by means of numerical prediction of the
environment in a mechanically ventilated office room with a smoker.
In{qor-elvirgnment quality obtained with the conventional ventilation system
(mixing flow) is evaluated- The office space has a surface area of o.o x-s.0rn2
ald 3.58m high. A schematic drawing of the office room is shown in Figure 3.
The room dimensions and the applied coordinate system are also shJwn in
Figure 3. The room parameters and obstacle feafures are also shown. one work
place, with an of6ce table (1.2 xr.2m2) and a person seated in a chair to operate
a computer and to smoke, is located in the center of the room. The air flows into
the room through a supply square opening placed close to the ceiling and
leaves the room through another square hole placed in the opposite wall close
to the floor. Table I shows the relevant operatioh parameteri. The room walls
have a global coefficient of heat tansfer of 2.0wm2"c, and the ceiling and the
flool are supposed adiabatic. The internal thermal load is 340W corresponding
to the ocorpanfs metabolism and the computer power.
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Figure 3.
Of6ce room model
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Results and discussion
A simulation was done to determine the affiow pattern, temperature and
contaminant distributions, perceived air quality distribution, tte occupied
zone's average concentration, the maximum concentation in the r*rn, th"
room mean occupied ventilation effectiveness and any local ventilation
effectiveness. The results presented here is for a grid of. rzx20 x 15 conhol
volumes (points). The computed results agree wefl with that observed in the
experiments. The airffow within the room is essentially three-dimensional
Typical results of line contours of air velocity magnitude,air temperafure and
pollutant concenbztion on an X-Y plane at the room in the symmetry plane are
shown in Figures 4-6, respectively. These plots represent diskibution of those
parameters for steady-state conditions. The results show that contaminant
dispersion depends on the location of the source and local velocrty. In fact, the
concenhztion is low at the inle! where the fresh air is supplied,'and.
concentration is high near the source location. In the reglons with lbw velocity,
pollutants are not rapidly removed and, consequently, the average
concenbation becomes,higher. For instance, smokers are usually placed in
locations of stagnant flow that will increase the smoke level in tlat ,one;

108

Table I.
Operation parameters

Inlet air velocity Air temperature
(rds) fC)

Air flow rate Thermal cool load(Vs) 0M)

Contaminant source
(ol0

14.0

m/s

'wm

ry
oc

N

ry

Figure 4.
Predicted mean air
velocity

2.000
1.500
1.000
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.025
0.000

>22.0
22.0
21.A
20.5
20.0
19.5
19.0
18.0
17.O
16.0
14.0

Figure 5.
Predicted air
temperature



however, if they were placed in the mixing zone, the whole space will be
contaminated by smoke. It was shown that changing the location of
contaminant may change the concenffation levels and distribution within a
certain space, and the location must be placed wisely. It may be concluded that
the best place for contaminant location is either as close as possible to outlet
position, or in the main flow steam feeding the exit flow curent The
ventilation rate also affects the pollutant concentation within the roorn In this
study, all the supply air was pure outside air. In most applications recirculated
air that worsens the problem of the indoor air quality is used. It could be
demonsbated that, in general, displacement ventilation provides a better air
quality in the occupation zone if compared with the mixing ventilation system.
However, displacement ventilation is only applicable in cooling situations and
it uses higher volume flow of outside air. This gives a decided advantage to the
displacement system but naturally, with higher costs. Finally, it should be
noted that room obstacles also influence room air quality.

Conclusion
The applicability of CFD for the simulation of indoor-environment quality is
confirmed. lndoor-environment quality is influenced by room air distibution
that depends on several parameters Ooundary conditions): airflow rate,
thermal load, location of obstacles, ventilation systems and pollutants load- To
achieve a good indoor climate and air quality, it is necessary to supply the
thermal load and fresh air either by opening windows or by installing a
suitable ventilation system for the intoduction of fresh air. A new way of
thinking and therefore a new approach to education is necessary. Bu! little
information is available on indoor-environment quality.A concentated effort
to provide educational material to all levels of society should be undertaken.
Formal education for design professionals is needed. Informal and formal
education should be developed for building ownef,s and operators, for
occupants and the general public. CFD models can provide an effective tool for
the sensitization of these problems. CerNainly this use of CFD will take an
increasingly important and prominent position in the promotion of a more
positive attitude towards issues of energy consciousness and the environment.
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Figure 6.
Predicted air-quality
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